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andswerian, to answer] berian, to make bare; bescierian,
to deprive^ byrian, to pertain to, belong to] derian, to
injure; erian, to plough] ferian, to carry] gewerian,
to clothe] herian, to praise] onhyrian, to emulate; scierian,
to allot ] snyrian, to hasten; spyrian, to pursue; styrian,
to stir] werian, to defend.
In late WS. many of the verbs of this type went over
into class II owing to the ending of the infinitive being
the same in both classes.
§ 526. Like fremman are conjugated aswebbau, to kill ^
clynnan, to sound] cnyssan, to knock] dynnan, to make
a noise; gremman, to anger, provoke; hlynnan, to roar;
hrissan, to shake] sceffan (also sv% § 510), to injure]
sweJ>J»an, to swathe] temman, to taute] trymman, to
strengthen] J>ennan, to stretch] ficgan (in poetry also
strong pret. J?eah, fah), to receive] wecgan, to agitate;
wennan, to accustom; "wrej^jjan, to support.
In WS. and Ken. most of the verbs whose stems ended
in 1, m, n, s, J> were remodelled on analogy with verbs like
nerian with single consonant, as clynian, fremian, helian,
to conceal, sylian, to sully, swejrian, and then later often
went over into class II. On the pret. and past participle
of verbs ending in }>, see § 3O5.
§ 527. Like settan are conjugated atreddan, to search
out] cnyttan, to bind, knit] hreddan, to rescue, save;
hwettan, to whet, incite] lettan, to hinder] spryttan, to
sprout ] and lecgan, to lay.
Sub-division (b).
§ 528. The preterite generally ended in -de from older
-ide, the i of which caused umlaut in the stem-syllable and
then disappeared (§ 221). The following points should be
noted in regard to the consonants: (i) Germanic double
consonants were simplified before -de, as fyllan (Goth,
fulljan), to fill, pret fylde (§ 259), pp. gefylled; (2) >-fd

